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Notes from the Vice President......
In case you're wondering about

the above title, it has to do with
Doug vacationing in England, and
your new vice-president filling the
gap.

With Interlochen's '84 Rally
well behind us, many will be won-
dering what momentous decisions
were reached by the USCA Execu-
tive Committee, and what to expect
in the coming year. As Doug tradi-
tionally reports these happenings,
we'll leave well enough alone and
let him make any disclosures of
interest in the next few issues.
However, this will be an opportune
time to extend my sincere thanks to
the executive members and anyone
else involved regarding my ap-
pointment and vice-president of the
USCA.

As founder and past president
of the CSOC, the Canadian Sidecar
Owners Club, sidecaring is "my
life". The USCA can expect no less
input than was and is still extended
to my first love, the CSOC.

Sufficient to say that yours
truly, while admittedly being
slightly confused by the newness of
the inner circle workings, was at
the same time most impressed by
the obvious sincerity and dedication
of your executive committee. You
are in good hands, and the USCA
can only continue to grow and pros-
per under these capable people.

My own involvement will be to
nurture and cement relations be-
tween American and Canadian side-
carists.

Living with the editor of our
Canadian Sidecar Owners Club
newsletter, The Chair, it is all too
obvious to this observer that lack of
input from the members is the big-
gest problem facing this and every
sidecar club. This is your club.
Your input can help shape the Asso-
ciation, help direct and guide your
Executive Committee to bigger and
better things each successive year.
You will be the beneficiary.

I'm looking forward to meeting
many of you personally at future
events.

Osie Shanks
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From Where I Sit
Today I drove about 150 miles on the

downtown Houston freeways, not in itself a
particularly exciting event. But I was struck by
the hypocrisy of the American motorist.

According to reports published by NHTSA,
the overwhelming majority favors the 55 mph
speed limit by about 9 to 1. Yet these same
motorists when road conditions allow (that is, if
as much as five feet separates him from the
vehicle in front) will edge the speed upward from
55 to 60, to 65, to 70, and occasionally over 75
miles an hour.

The best estimate of the average speed on
Houston roads today is between 65 and 68 miles
an hour - or approximately where it was before
all this nonsense began. The saving in fuel? At
most, between one and two percent! The saving
in lives? It doesn't appear to have made much
difference on tollways and interstate freeways.

It's so refreshing to find the AMA now in
total support of repeal of the 55 mile an hour
speed limit. And Road Rider has joined in. You,
our members, have already spoken. Our last
survey showed you were 9 to 1 for repeal. Of
course, Ronnie's platform of 1980 included
repeal. Did he do it? Did he even bring it up?

Let's get together and support the AMA in
their legislative program. We may still beat the
55 mile an hour speed limit, once again returning
control to the states where it belongs.

For background, the 85% percentile used to
determine the speed limits. Therefore you set the
speed you thought was proper. The state or
county clocked you, secretly of course. The 85%
speed was rounded downward to the nearest 5
miles per hour. This became the official speed.

It was controllable. They could catch the
15% who exceeded it. They cannot catch the
80% now "speeding" to and from work each day,
so they lay awake and nail the odd motorist
going home at 2 AM, driving at the same speed
they forgave him for earlier that day.

Let's repeal this Federal blackmail.

3-WHEELER TRAINING
Our Sidecar Operator's Manual may be of

help, but there are differences between ATVs or
ATCs and sidecar outfits, as many know.

Some ATVs have four wheels rather than
three, some a fixed rear end, others a differential.
A book could be written on the topic. My own
personal knowledge is limited to Big Red, a
200cc with high/low and a centrifugal clutch, in
Australia. We took older men with an absolute
fear of anything with less than four wheels and
placed them on Big Red. Adjustment time was
from five minutes to two hours.

Mainly we were painstakingly plodding
through marsh, swamp, swollen rivers, and rocky
outcrops. We weren't able to enjoy vast sand
expanses. Our major problem was impaling the
tires on rocks and dead sticks. More durable tire
would be helpful but all that were available there
were soft 2-plys. In these conditions it helps to
use minimal air pressure to allow the tire carcass
to flow over obstacles.

Driven in a reasonable manner, there was no
tendency to go beyond the limits of stability; we
didn't try too hard to determine what the limits
were! Like a sidecar outfit, you steer into the
direction of the turn and also throw your weight
into the turn.  We learned later that the recom-
mended method to turn was to throw your weight
AGAINST the turn to pick up the inside wheel
on a hard surface because of the lack of a differ-
ential - no wonder these vehicles were later
banned, and rightfully so.  That is BS!

Trailers are useful, but be sure the tongue
weight is minimal so as not too lighten the front
end of the vehicle too much. Likewise, the rear
deck shouldn't be loaded too heavily. An addi-
tional passenger must have positive foot rests.

We found the ATC to be very versatile in
mud so soft you'd sink up to a foot deep if you
stepped off. By standing alongside and gently
opening the throttle,

Hal Kendall, #2 Kingwood, Texas
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Bob Bakker’s Outfit - see next page

Big Red - Previous page

Letters
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SALT AND GRASS
It was nice to see you again at Bonneville,

Dorde, Too bad we got bad weather on Thurs-
day, maybe Mike Parti or myself might have
been able to improve on our times. However, we
were both having a traction problem. My tach
was showing as much as 500 rpm wheel slip,
and Mike had the same problem.

For next year I plan to make some heavy
mods to my outfit and set it up for Bonneville
with a smaller wheel track, turbo-charging, and a
different rear tire. It seems the way a sidecar is
built with the third wheel hanging out there,
steering at one end, and driving at the other,
there is a traction problem unless there is great
salt.

Just a comment on your cover picture of the
Sept-Oct Sidecarist. That shot is of grass track
racing, not dirt track as Trevor stated. When I
roadraced in England in the 1960s I spent many
a weekend at grass track races as a mechanic.

Letters
However, it will be interesting to see if dirt

track racing here in the States gets off the
ground. It can be a great show if done right. I've
seen it on the mile tracks in Australia. It should
also be noted that it takes many hps to power a
proper Speedway rig, and if Trevor plans to do it
with 1012cc Yamaha twins I wish him luck....

Bob Bakker, #438, Van Nuys, California
and Hilversum, Holland

Sure enough, when one looks at it, rather
than at that crazy tilted-wheel rig and off-side
passenger, the non-pavement substrate in that
photo is, indeed, clearly grass not dirt. So what
do Yanks know. Trevor probably just said "The
English Champions" and we were talking dirt,
and it got put together.

Don't feel bad, I don't think any cycle with
the exception of the very heavy Jammer stream-
liner had good traction on that wet salt.

News on Bonneville sidecars to come.
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Letters
A PRETTIER CARD

I thought you might be interested in com-
ments from an overseas member.

I was somewhat disappointed that this year
the membership card is less appealing than last
year's on both sides. Perhaps the name, etc., of
the member could be placed on the reverse of the
card, and the motorcycle and sidecar drawings
and USCA address on the front, so that it has two
meaningful sides. Last year I covered both sides
with transparent sticky plastic to protect it, but
this year it's not worth doing.

The magazine is becoming more interesting,
especially manufacturer's descriptions of their
sidecars, like EML and H-D.

Glenn Pipitone, #2475, Canberra, Australia

The Association tries to be responsive to its
members; the membership card upgrade is on the
list ot things to be done.

NORTH IN SPRINGTIME
I'm enclosing a photograph which was taken

in Kootenay National Park in early April. We
were en route to visit a new grandson, born in
Banff Hospital. A fantastic ride. The bike is a 600
BMW with a Velorex sidecar. We enjoy receiving
our magazine. >>>>>>>>>>>>SEE>>>>>

Ray and Freda Shipley, #2258, Kimberley,
British Columbia

Uh-huh, looks just like home, about April.
How about sitting down, in these long days of
winter, and telling us more about Kootenay Park
and your fantastic ride?

Kootenay National Park in early April

NEW RALLY FRIENDS
Just a note with our membership renewal to

say thank you so much for a really great Annual
Rally. It was the first we attended. We had a
terrific time and so enjoyed making many new
friends and sharing together. We especially
enjoyed the opportunity to meet and work with
Doug, Jim, Dan, Dorde, and Walker. The sidecar
clinics were very helpful, too.

We'd also like to express our thanks for
Chuck and Ardis Foust and Steve and Shirley
Moore, who did such a great job on this end to
make the rally such a success. Thanks also to Ed
and Marilyn Johnson.

Ray and Gloria Kimball, #1621, Lansing,
Michigan

Ray and Gloria's cheerful presences in the
Registration Tent added no small part to the
serendipity of the Rally.
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Letters
COMPANIES' CONCERN
WITH SIDECARS

I was quite surprised and concerned to see
the "Downtime Files" response to Al Hunzinger's
letter in Road Rider's October issue. Road Rider
appears to have completely changed their edito-
rial policy regarding sidecars. Not too many
issues ago they had articles on sidecars, and
sidecars were included in their earlier surveys.

Based on contacting service personnel from
the Big Four, Road Rider says "don't do it". That
may be good enough for Road Rider. It's cer-
tainly not good enough for us. They request
"documentary evidence" to the contrary. What do
they want? Perhaps 50,000 letters from sidecar-
ists who have had no problem from their motor-
cycle after attaching a sidecar to it?

The "Downtime Files" is an open forum.
Let's let them hear from us on this.

Hal Kendall, #2. Kingwood, Texas

Yes, we have enjoyed favorable coverage
from Road Rider, especially considering that
only 8% of the readers answering their recent
survey are sidecarists.

Yes, the Big Four and also BMW do not
recommend installing sidecars on their contem-
porary machines. You read disclaimers in regards
to trailers, too (the companies are very touchy in
these days of product liability). And the manuals
often counsel owners to always, always have
everything but the simplest operations on the
bike done at a dealership, and buy only genuine
parts to the lowliest oil filter. All this advice, as
we know, is frequently disregarded.

RR did say that many do enjoy sidecars, but
that they thought readers should know "in some
cases there is a potential for future difficulty". I
don't think we can argue with that statement.
Many of us do add heavier suspension or in some
cases sub-frames, re-lace wheels with heavier
spokes, get fork braces, and we expect increased
tire wear.

However, saying things like "the lateral
forces imposed by an asymmetrically positioned
third wheel—often do... screw up the frame
alignment" is not in line with our members'
experience.

Road Rider has been in transition lately,
with Roger Hull retiring from the magazine, and
Bob Anderson and then Jim Wolcott, both
sidecar enthusiasts, leaving.

Hopefully, this does not, however, indicate
a major change of focus for the magazine as
regards sidecaring. With Wolcott suddenly gone
and Clem Salvadori in Europe this summer,
Editor Carpenter was shorthanded. It's true we
ought to protest statements like the one about
frames often getting out of alignment, but
perhaps stuff from that period shouldn't be taken
too seriously without further evidence.

FROM SOUTH DAKOTA
Will lay a little of our summer's doings on

whoever reads this. Last fall we ordered that
California sidecar, and

Jan and I went through a real crash course
on setting up a hack. We applied common sense,
trial and error, and a little auto-mobile alignment
knowledge, finally winding up with an outfit we
think works together well. After a few short trips
we loaded up all our camping gear for an IBMC
campout we put on near Laramie. We went 700
miles that weekend and nothing fell off. Then on
to more trips such as to North Dakota. And
finally to a campout in the Sierras; we covered
3300 miles during those 12 days with no prob-
lems, including one day of over 600 miles.

Now we're headed for Omaha and then
down to Lincoln, Nebraska, to visit with our old
friend Vern Goodwin. He makes a nice sidecar,
also. Knew him in the early '50s when his dad
was an Indian dealer and also a sidecarist. After
that we plan to camp near Laramie again. Prob-
ably get snowed on, but who cares.
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At this time the hack has 8500 miles on it.
The sidecar tire shows no wear. The front tire
also shows no wear, after 3300 miles on the bike
tires, and the back is chewed off about half. Used
to do nearly that bad before we put the hack on.
We expect to put a little over 10,000 miles on the
outfit this year. Not bad for beginners, huh?

Our experiment in sidecaring has worked
out even better than we could have hoped for
much of our success can be attributed to the
information we got from the Association. Thanks
for the entertaining magazine.

Clarence Kessler, #2653, Hot Springs,
South Dakota

Letters

NOTE ON SPIRIT EAGLE
The Spirit Eagle/Moto Guzzi (Letters, Sept-

Oct) is an excellent combo, but some ballast may
be in order, or else right handers with an empty
chair could be scary. A slightly heavier chair
would provide more stability.

Hal Kendall, #2 Kingwood, Texas

Except for being so travel-mad myself, I
don't understand why Jan and Clarence ever
leave home, they live in such a lovely area. They
also put on a nice campout, and will repeat the
one in the early part of Sturgis Week next year.

Clarence is a former dirt racer. I rode a short
distance with him when I went through Hot
Springs in August. He's a spirited rider, so I'm
not surprised when he says his tire wear with the
outfit is not that much worse than solo.

Kessler’s trial run, California outfit
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JAPANESE S/C BOOK, ETC.
Just to prevent any confusion, there are two

Japanese couples who have been touring the USA
on sidecar rigs. The first were shown in the June
issue of the Sidecarist. The second couple are
Hajime and Teiko Karasawa who have been
touring and attending many rallies, including the
Annual one, on their BMW/EML rig. They stayed
with us two weeks when they came to the U.S.,
which was fortunate, the customs hassles are
unbelievable!

Regarding the sidecar book printed in Japan,
I can supply this in the future. We'll have to wait
until Hajime goes back to Japan. He knows the
publisher. It costs $15, plus postage from Japan,
and is well worth it. It shows about every side-car
in the world in
color, including
some rather
expensive ones
made in Japan.
One of the
Japanese rigs, a
BMW R100S,
Hajime tells me
costs over
$20,000. There
are three
companies in
Japan making
replicas of the
Steib. One of
them is made
of stainless
steel.

The
Japanese
sidecar book is
put out by the
Wild-Mook
Book Com-
pany. (Yes,
that's the right
spelling.)

Letters

The Japanese bureaucrats haven't "wised
up" yet about sidecars, or I'm sure they would
legislate them to death, as they do solo bikes.
That's why so many people over there are going
in for sidecars, a desperate drive for individuality
in a conformist society.

We are fortunate here in the Bay Area that
we have a full-time sidecar dealer, Rod Sullivan
of San Leandro. In addition, my friend Gary
Carlin makes sidecars, and can make or modify
any part needed for any rig.

I have a sidecar body Gary made. It was on
a Suzuki 550 Katana, but it slowed the bike
down too much, so I traded the Katana for a '78
Suzuki 1000. I also have a '52 Vincent and Steib

combo I'm
putting together.
Vaughn Greene,
#613, San
Bruno, Califor-
nia

Vaughn
also has a nearby
bookshop that
may carry the
book. In any
case, we'll let
you members
know when it is
available, and
exactly how
much it is
including post-
age. Hajime and
Teiko had a copy
with them, and it
really is elegant.
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Letters
HAJIME & TEIKO ON
THE ALASKAN HIGHWAY

We wish you all well. We arrived in San
Francisco a few days ago. We had a lot of trouble
on my bike, but each time we had the nice time
with American, Canadian help. We are going to
Texas. After Texas we shall go to Mexico.

In Alaska, Yukon, we had snowstorm or rain
every day. Alaska Highway is almost rough, 30
or 40% mud or gravel, so when we arrived in
Vancouver, everywhere broke. And we saw so
many bears! But it was very beautiful. Cheerio
for now, safe driving.

Hajime and Teiko Karasawa, c/o Vaughn
Greene, San Bruno, California

After crisscrossing the larger part of the
U.S. attending the USCA Rally, the BMW Rally,
the Third Wheel Rally, and God only knows how
many others, Hajime and Teiko disappeared into
the Northland for an extended period of time, so
we were glad to hear from them.

Love that Japanese understatement, the
"Alaska Highway is almost rough".

The latest report, from Texas, is that the
Karasawas spent a couple of weeks in Mexico,
found the culture gap quite large, and at this
writing are headed for the Griffith Park Rally.

NON-CURRENT HARLEY
OUTFITS

We've heard of your fine organization and
want to share information that may be of interest.
We are a multi-line dealer-ship in the southeast
corner of Arizona.

We have a large inventory, and of particular
interest to you would be our 1983 FLHT Classics
with sidecars. We have 10 sets, in tan-and-cream
and in maroon-and-claret. They are not available
elsewhere in the U.S. We're offering them to
anyone in your organization for $8995 each.

This represents a $2845 discount for your
members from the list price of $11,840. This also
includes free freight of $485.

Because of our location we'll offer delivery
to the LA area if we could confirm five deliveries
at one time.

We also have white FLP Police belt-drive
units in stock at $5,995.

Please call if we can be of assistance.

Rich Hatch, President, Hacienda Motor-
cycles, 918 Thatcher Blvd, Safford AZ 85546

(602)428-4700

BINGHAM... NEBRASKA
I'm sending along a picture of our rig with

my wife Tammy and my daughter Stephanie on
board. The road sign is from Bingham, an unin-
corporated town in the upper Nebraska Pan-
handle. (Actually, the town is not much more
than a gas station and a couple of houses, but you
don't have to tell Doug that.)

We came across this sign while on a Grand
Tour of all the 93 country seats in Nebraska, for
our motorcycle club the Northeast Nebraska
Touring Club here in Norfolk.

As we were enjoying our tour through the
beautiful Panhandle, I realized our family owes a
big thanks to Doug. From an article in another
publication I learned about sidecaring. At that
time I wrote him a letter. Through his notes on
the margin, a list of manufacturers and
disributors, and a sample of this magazine, I
learned enough to choose a sidecar meeting our
needs and budget. (At that time we had only one
sidecar in the area, we now have five.)

I subscribed and studied everything, wrote
letters to manufacturers, and six or eight months
later mounted my daughter's car onto my '76
Gold Wing.
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About the picture: we popped up on this
sign near the crest of a hill with a curve at the
bottom. There was no shoulder and the spring
rains were heavy, so I stopped on the pavement,
ran to snap the shot, and then beat it back to the
bike to get off the road, since a semi I passed
was just rounding the bend below us. We almost
sank up to our hubs next to Doug's sign when
we turned around, but we finally made it by
over-reving the enigne and rocking the bike,
while gritting our teeth and promising church
every Sunday.

We really enjoy the magazine and the
reasonable dues. With prices for everything
outasight, it's nice to be able to renew without
giving it a second thought. I save the magazine
so I can research information. Just three months
ago I used your tire article to find a rear tire for
my bike. Thanks for the good work; it shows in
the magazine.

I wonder if you could feature an in-depth
article on steering dampers with photo support. I
need to know where to get them, how much to
expect to pay, how they are adapted to fit, did
they work satisfactorily, etc. I'm considering
adding one but can't find enough information.

Sometime in the future perhaps a sidecar
rally could be held in the Midwest, (not the
Upper Midwest). I'd love to see it happen.

I'm creative director for radio stations
WJAG/KEXL. If I can be of any help to the
USCA let me know.

Jim Fischer, #2390, Norfolk, Nebraska

We appreciate your appreciation. Your area
is one of those which is little known to most of
the outside world; people would enjoy being
introduced to it. With the increase of sidecaring
there, maybe you could think about putting on a
rally! In the meantime, Clarence Kessler's IBMC
Sturgis Week Campout at Hot Springs is not that
distant from you....

As to steering dampers, we'll speak to our
Tech types. It sounds like you want input from
different members on what they've used, too.
Members?

Letters

Wife Tammy and Atefanie (onboard) at Bingham, the “town”
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MORE ON CHILD
RESTRAINTS

In reference to the letter about child restraints in
sidecars (Jul-Aug issue), I want to offer an opinion that
will probably be unpopular. I'd recommend belts - not
because of state laws, but because of the laws of
physics. The typical sidecar dashboard is about as soft
as the dash in a '60 Falcon. The more you think about
the kid taking a high speed bite out of it, the more
comfortable the belts will feel.

I was the passenger in my first sidecar when it
center-punched a guard rail at 55 mph. The car
stopped, but I didn't. My right arm was caught be-
tween me and the dashboard; it took two plates of
stainless, hours of clever surgery, and a year of rehab to
get most of the use of the arm again. If I had been
wearing a three-point belt, I would have walked off
without a scratch. The junk yards are full of belt
systems - cheap.

Al Huff, #91, Rockford, Minnesota

Unfortunately, because sidecars are minority
vehicles, and because they are relatively safe and
therefore under-represented in motorcycle accidents,
not enough is known about sidecar safety. A few
thoughts on sidecar safety:

Some states require helmets for those under 18.
A helmet will help in an accident such as you describe,
but is not sufficient by itself for that kind of impact. In
case of a frontal impact such as that a full-face helmet
is best, of course, and one with energy-absorbing liner
in the face guard (not just comfort padding).

Parents might want to think about adding a good
energy-absorbing foam to strategic places in the chair.
Styrofoam is what is usually used in helmets. Firm
closed-cell flexible foam is good but difficult to find at
retail. The stuff used in most sleeping pads is too soft -
though some are better than others. The only source of
a really good, firm grade of foam I've found is soft
luggage manufacturers, who might be willing to sell
you a bit. (Luckily, we here in Salt Lake City have one
of these, Wave Products.)

Parents might also want to think about the
amount of protection or lack of it offered by the chair in
case of a roll-over, rare but not totally unheard of. Will
the chair stay on the frame? Some sidecars have roll
bars.

AMA RIDE FOR RIGHTS
Our "Ride for Rights" economy run was a

smashing success. The weather couldn't have been
better, and all machines performed flawlessly...even
Greg's Norton! Furthermore, we all achieved far better
economy than we had expected, so your pledge will be
a nice contribution to our Legislative Supporter fund.

Now that it's all over, I can tell you that my BMW
sidecar rig normally gets about 32 miles per gallon....
Customarily I run close to full throttle which propels
the rig at between 65 and 70 miles per hour....

However, just prior to the ride for rights I re-
placed wheel bearings, installed new ignition parts, put
on a fine June, and mounted up new Avon MII tires on
all three corners (boy, this charity stuff gets expensive).
I inflated the tires to 40 psi and rode most of the 132-
mile course in a tuck. We poked along between 50 and
55, and I never got the engine above 3500 RPM....

My result was 41.25 miles per gallon. For your
information, Gary Winn's 1970 Velocette Thruxton got
45.21 mpg, Greg Harrison's 1969 Norton got 53.25
mpg, Ken Reid's 1969 BSA (single carb) got 55.46
mpg, and Rob Rasor's 1983 BMW R100RS got 59.73
mpg. Our average was 50.98 mpg and we raised over
$5000 for AMA's Legislative Supporter fund.

I want to thank you for your support of my
effort....

Ed Youngblood, #199, President, AMA,
Westerville, Ohio

The AMA, the folks that watch out for us when
the government attempts to do ignorant things to us,
will gladly accept contributions to the Legislative
Supporter Fund although the Ride for Rights is over.

Letters
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Letters
MORE ON EQUALEAN

In response to Randy Nissen's letter in the
June Sidecarist requesting owner feedback, I
submit the following;

When I bought my '83 Honda Silver Wing
my intention was to outfit it with a Deluxe
Equalean sidecar. My prior sidecaring experi-
ence was limited to about two weeks of driv-
ing my father's Honda Hawk with a California
Companion. I did OK with it, learned to adapt
to the automobile-like steering and the cau-
tious right-hand turning.

But I wanted a relatively lightweight
sidecar that didn't have these peculiar traits.
Since I especially like mountain and canyon
sport riding, I wanted a side-car that would
flow through turns as gracefully as motor-
cycles do. I wanted something aerodynamic,
something that would turn heads.

Equalean did an excellent job of in-
stalling the sidecar, incorporating a

Vesco Rabid
Transit fairing into the
sidecar's mount at no
extra cost. After
painting the sidecar
and fairing myself to
match the bike's
Candy Wineberry Red,
I had a good handling
and beautiful sport-
touring rig.

Recently the car
was retrofitted with
Jamison Fabrication's
curved rear track
linkage. The curved
track setup trans-
formed an already
good-handling rig into
a superb high-perfor-
mance machine that
can handle sharp or
high speed turns much

better than the original straight track-equipped
Equalean. And it looks great, too! From the rear
the curved track accents the outline of the sidecar
and gives a clue as to what the Equalean is all
about.

At extreme lean angles the rear track being
curved in towards the sidecar at the top and
bottom allows the rear of the car to move in
towards the bike's centerline (CL) at about the
same rate that the front parallel arms allow the
front of the car's CL to move in. As a result the
outfit can snap over into a turn and not fight your
efforts.

The original Equalean setup would allow
you to lean the bike just so far and then , if you
wanted to lean more you'd have to *resort to
panic body English and heavy countersteering.
The forceful steering efforts were in order to
overcome the binding effect of the straight track's
fixed relationship of CL to CL, fighting the front
arm's variable relationship of CL to CL.

Now that Salmon has his new curved rear
track linkage, he corners in a blur of speed.
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Letters
CX500 SUBFRAME, ETC.

I recently read an article in the American
Motorcyclist that mentioned a custom sub-frame
developed and mounted to a Honda CX500 for
the purpose of running a sidecar.

I have a Honda Silver Wing, quite similar
to a CX500, and I've recently acquired an older
German-made sidecar. Does Doug market these
sub-frame assemblies and would this be appli-
cable to my machine?

The sidecar bears the lettering: VEB
Mottoradwerk Zschopau - Super Elasik on a
serial number plate, and the letter OMZ on a
small plate affixed to the front. I've been unsuc-
cessful in finding any information about this
manufacturer, however the mounts appear to be
suitable for /2 BMW.

Jerry Joyce, 2600 Hoffman Mill Rd.,
Hampstead MD 21074, 301/876-8095

Yes, yes, and no. Doug does sell the sub-
frame routinely, it is applicable to the Silver
Wing as well as the older CX500, and we don't
know anything about the side-car. It's not listed
in Hal Kendall's Sidecar manual. Readers?
Please let us know, as well as Jerry.

TURBO TIDBIT
I thought that you might be interested in

seeing the results of this winter's work in at-
tempting to unite a Vetter sidecar to my Honda
Turbo. With fork stiffening, steering damper, and
a fourth mounting bracket, I've made a truly
comfortable, high-speed riding machine. Much
of the work was completed by Terry Oldson in
nearby Englewood.

If you'd like additional technical informa-
tion or would like to contact Terry for his exper-
tise, he can be reached at 303/761-9989.

Burt M. Richmond,#481 Denver, Colorado
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S/C WINDSHIELD & TONNEAU
COVER PROJECT

I have a suggestion for Gordon Lindsay's problem
(May issue) with deflection of air off the sidecar.

I run a 750 Honda with a Windjammer fairing and a
Velorex. The original-equipment windshield on the
sidecar was almost vertical and very tall. My normal
passenger is a four-year-old. So I tried shortening the
windshield, which helped but was still not a great solution.

Jeff Wimer of Auburn Sidecar suggested I try a
snowmobile windshield. I did, and it worked great. It was
trimmed and bent to give as streamlined a profile as
possible.

To finish off the modification, my wife made a
tonneau cover using Velcro to attach to the edge of the
windshield, and snaps to the sidecar body. I gained 15
mph top end, 10% on gas mileage, and a much more
pleasant ride, especially in cool weather.

Frank Ruckman, Terre Haute, Indiana

This seemed like such a good idea we asked Frank
for more details. He bought the snowmobile windshields
at an auction for $10 apiece (one for a spare). He ex-
plained that some snowmobile windshields, such as these,
are soft so they will flex if the machine runs under the
branches of trees.

His sidecar has a metal grab bar, so he bent the
shield back and down and secured it to the grab bar with
screws. The stock tonneau cover goes over the edge of
the windshield and does not stay on at highway speeds.
The velcro solved this problem. He had to put it on in
sections around the curve of the shield. He saved some
plastic trimmed from the windshield to try different glues
on, to see which one worked best for attaching the Velcro.
The original cover was heavy duck which he didn't like,
and the new one is the usual black vinyl, using the original
as a pattern as far as possible. Did their home sewing
machine handle the vinyl? Yes, although his wife (and the
machine) complained a little.

Since they come in so many different kinds, rather
than trying to match up the snaps on the sidecar body he
just got a new set from J.C. Whitney. (Your friendly local
auto top shop can also be of help in this part.)

Letters
PROBLEM WITH CALIFORNIA
SIDECARS

I ordered a California Friendship through PMA in
Portland, Oregon, on February 3, paying cash. I was told I
could order a 1983 model at a cheaper price than the
1984s, because they had some left over.

It took them over 30 days to let me know there were
no 1983 models left. I found this out by having my dealer
Farrel from PMA call them. They told us as it was their
error, they would therefore send me a 1984 model.

After about another 30 days my dealer and I started
making calls to find out where my sidecar was. If Doug
remembers, I even called him a couple of times to see if
he could help me. Some of the excuses were: quality and
production problems, and paint problems (no white paint).
I was put on priority at least four or five times. I finally got
the sidecar May 15th (the day I joined the USCA).

In the meantime, I was told by other sidecarists that
I had an ‘83 model and not an ‘84. The only difference is
that the 84s have built-in air vents, a mud flap, and an
extra chrome strip. Farrel checked the bill of lading
(which stated an ‘84 model) and called Rich Rylander to
verify if it was an 84. At that time Mr. Rylander said it was
an ‘84 model and that the accessories mentioned would be
sent out right away.

This was about a month ago and I still do not have
the three items needed to make my sidecar an ‘84 model.
When they do decide to send them, I'll have to install them
myself or pay to have it done.

I'd like to commend PMA for all the help, phone
calls, and their promptness in installing my sidecar when I
did receive it. I like the sidecar very much, the quality is
excellent. But I hope no one else has to go through the
problems that I have had and am still having. Thank you
for your time and assistance.

Ken Bosell, #2882, Portland, Oregon

Because we think providing a opportunity for an
answer to a complaint in the same issue is good practice,
we sent a copy of this letter to California Sidecars a couple
of months ago. However, we have not received a response
from them.
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Letters

Ken Close, USCA member, saw these sidecars travelling in China this year
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Law/Coming Events
NEW CALIFORNIA
HELMET LAW

The California Legislature has enacted
Assembly Bill 2497 which adds Section 27803 to
the state's Vehicle Code. It goes into effect
January 1.

This law requires all motorcycle drivers and
passengers under the age of 15 years 6 months to
wear safety helmets. Each person on the vehicle,
of whatever age, is breaking the law if a non-
comforming passenger or driver is aboard.

However, the USCA was informed that at a
committee hearing the question of sidecar outfits
came up, and the new law is not supposed to
apply to them. Also, Captain D.O. Helmick of
the Office of the Commissioner of the CHP has
said that they don't interpret the law as referring
to sidecar passengers. They will tell their officers
this, and also local police who attend their
training sessions.

Members should know, though, that not all
local law enforcement officers will necessarily be
knowledgeable as to the lawmakers' intent or the
CHP's interpretation, or even agree with it.

Sidecarists who live in California or are
traveling through, and do not require passengers
under the age of 15 years 6 months to wear
helmets, may wish to keep this information with
them if they are stopped by an officer who wants
to apply the new elmet law to sidecar outfits.

Thanks to Dan Doyle for this information.

Coming Events
DEC 2, TOY RUN, Vancouver, B.C., USCA

Northwest and CSOC West Coast.

Contact Ken Long, 206/856-4499 or Jerry
Kotanko, 604/534-6473.

FEB 15-18, BRASS MONKEY RALLY. Los
Coyotes Indian Reservation Campgrounds, 7
miles NE of Warner Springs, San Diego
County, California. Great campgrounds,
closest house is over a mile away, closest
residential area 7 miles. People are excited
about our group coming.

Contact Randy Franks, 818/360-4008 or Jim
Krautz, 17116 Goya St, Granada Hills CA
91344, 818/366-3179.

Letters Policy
Send Letters to the Editor to: Editor, Sidecarist

USCA

P.O. Box 8119

Van Nuys CA 91409-8119

We like Doug to look at the letters and add com-
ments and suggestions. If you should wish to write
person-to-person only and not have your letter consid-
ered for publication, please so indicate. Other-wise we'd
like consider all letters with information interesting to the
readership, to the Association or to the Editor, fair game.

Views expressed by readers do not necessarily
coincide with the official view-point of the Association.
We reserve the right to edit for length and clarity.
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EPA PROPOSES DRASTIC
CHANGE IN GASOLINE

According to the AMA, the EPA moved up by
several months the hearings on its proposal to drasti-
cally reduce the lead in gasoline. Consequently, there
was not time for any notice at all in the motorcycle
magazines before the date for closing of the docket on
October 2, that is, the last date for formally accepting
comments on the August 30 and 31 hearings.

Traditionally, comments received later are part of
the decision-making process, though they don't appear
on the docket. The AMA thinks nothing will be
decided until about the first of the year, but readers who
wish to send comments to the EPA should try to get
them off soon.

The proposal is to reduce the amount of lead in
gasoline from 1.1 gram per gallon to 0.1 gram, by
January 1, 1988. The EPA may also ban lead in
gasoline totally by 1995. Gary Winn of the AMA and
Harley-Davidson's chief engineer Mark Tuttle spoke at
the hearings.

The proposed level of 0.1 gram per gallon will
not be enough for older motorcycle engines and some
contemporary ones. Bikes at risk include all Triumphs,
Guzzis, Ducatis, Laverdas, all BMWs up to '79, and at
least half a million Harleys. All newer Japanese bikes
are designed to use unleaded gas.

Winn pointed out "there are millions of motor-
cycles in daily use that will always require leaded
fuel...in addition, there are approximately one million
historic and antique motorcycles manufactured be-
tween 1900 and 1970 that require leaded gasoline."

The studies on the effect of low lead gasoline on
engines have been on car engines. Motorcycle engines
would be much more susceptible to valve and seat
damage because they are higher revving, run hotter,
and are tuned for performance compared to cars. We're
talking greatly accelerated wear, not just somewhat
more frequent valve jobs.

The reason for this proposed rule-making is to
reduce lead in the air. The greatest lead levels are found
in inner cities, and children are affected the worst.
While no one can argue that children must be pro-

tected, the source of the lead is not precisely defined,
it's not known for sure how much is from gasoline,
how much is from old paint, and how much is from
other sources.

The primary source of lead from gasoline now is
misfueling, the use of leaded fuel by contemporary
vehicles designed to use unleaded. Apparently the EPA
thinks the route of least resistance is to take the lead out
of gasoline rather than trying to stop misfueling.

We asked Hal Kendall to study this subject. He
did a literature search, and sent the following to the
EPA. We will also be featuring a series of articles by
him in upcoming issues.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
AND COMMENTS THEREOF

By Hal Kendall, Ph.D.

- EPA Finds Cost Benefits in 0.1 g/gal Lead
Limit. By L. Ember and L. Blanchard. Oil and Gas
Journal, Vol 8, No 2, 65 p. 4/9/84.

This analysis is extremely simplistic. Like other
studies by the EPA and NHTSA it does not look at the
real world and the assumptions made are totally
unrealistic, as are the alleged cost benefits thereof. If all
vehicles with gasoline engines were designed to
operate on 0.1 g/gal. lead there would be no difficulty.
The problem is there are an estimated 75% of all
gasoline engines now operating in the United states that
require leaded gasoline. The 0.1 g/gal lead content is
totally insignificant and will cause valve recession of a
greater or lesser significance (according to the specific
make, model, year of manufacture, and how that
specific engine is loaded).

This has been reliably determined from many
studies including the following:

- Influence of Low Lead fuels on Exhaust Valve
Performance. By W. S. Giles and S. H. Updike.
Society of Automotive Eng. Trans., Vol 80. 1971.

That accelerated exhaust valve seat wear will
occur when leadfree (or nr. leadfree, i.e., 0.1 g/gal)
gasoline is run in an engine designed for leaded fuel.

EPA & Gasoline
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LEAD IN GASOLINE
- The Effect of Some Fuel and Operating Parameters

on Exhaust Valve Seat Wear. By W. L. Kent and F.
T. Finnigan. SAE Technical Paper No. 710673.

That exhaust valve wear may be curtailed by 0.5
g/gal lead - which is essentially no lead in that earlier
leaded gasolines contained as much as several grams/
gal.

- Valve Problems with Lead Free Gasoline. By W. S.
Giles, SAE Transactions, Vol 80. 1971.

That valve recession will occur up to 20 times
faster with an unleaded gasoline than with a leaded fuel
in engines designed for leaded fuel.

- Investigation of the Mechanism of Exhaust Valve
Seat Wear in Engines Run on Unleaded Gasoline.
By D. Godfrey and R. L. Courtney. SAE
Transactions, Vol 80. 1971.

That oxide flakes adhere to the valve face to form
nodules embedded in the metal. These nodules then
wear out the valve seats by abrasion.

Other papers that report essentially the same
information include:

- Influence of Low lead Fuels on Exhaust Valve
Performance. By S. H. Updike and W. S. Giles.
SAE National West Coast Meet 8/16-19/71, Paper
No. 710674.

- Use of Lead Free Gasoline Can Present Serious
Problems. By A. E. Felt, B. Liff, and R. V. Kerley.
Automotive Engineering, Vol 79, No 6, Jun 1971.

- Investigation of the Mechanism of Exhaust Valve
Seat Wear in Engines Run on Unleaded Gasoline.
By R. L. Courtney and D. Godfrey, SAE Engine
Conference, Detroit, 1/11-15/71, Paper No. 710356.

- Use of Lead Free Gasoline Can Present Serious
Problems. By A. E. Felt and R. V. Kerley. Automo-
tive Engineering, Vol 79, No 3, Mar 1971.

- Use of Non-leaded Fuel May Cause Sudden and
Severe Valve Seat Wear. By A. E. Felt and R. V.

EPA & Gasoline
Kerley. Hydrocarbon Process, Vol 49, No 11, Nov.
1970.

Many other papers (of which these are but a
sample) point out the extreme deleterious effect of
reducing the lead content below 0.5 g/gal. Thus,
contrary to the EPA claims that engines designed to
operate on leaded fuels can do so without damage at
0.1 g/gal, it appears that all the scientific and research
data show that below 0.5 g/gal the engine could be
suddenly and severely at risk.

The question of who will be affected must then
be addressed. Contrary to the belief of some that it is
only a few oddballs that have antique vehicles who will
be affected, and as they drive only a small annual
mileage why concern yourself about them, almost all
the population of the United States will be affected.

The effect of valve recession is accentuated if the
engine is designed to operate at near maximum engine
speed and at near maximum power output. The effect
is not so acute at relatively low engine speed and low
power output. It is more acute in higher performance
engines and in air-cooled engines.

Within these categories are included: all pre-1975
auto engines; all pre-1980 or 1981 pickup and truck
engines; all outboard and marine engines; all chain
saws; all tractors, small riding mowers, lawn mowers;
all stationary engines; and all motorcycles, etc. etc. It
will not directly affect the individual who lives in an
apartment, commutes by train or bus and who has no
gasoline engine of any kind at his personal disposal.

An engine already saturated with lead may be
expected to continue to operate from 100 to 10,000
miles before major problems of valve recession occur.
If the head has been recently rebuilt, however, the
rebuild, devoid of any protective lead, may last only
100 to 1000 miles.

This problem, generated by the proposed regula-
tions, must be interpreted as a public risk and therefore
the public (or government) should rightly be expected
to pick up the cost of the additional nine engine
rebuilds for every one the citizen would normally have
paid for. This cost, at $200 to $1000 per engine per
rebuild cannot be expected to be borne by the indi-
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vidual. When included in the EPA cost benefit, the cost
would far exceed any supposed benefits.

Who else would suffer?
The major oil companies which already have the

refining techniques to produce a high octane low lead
fuel will not suffer. However, because a higher yield
base fuel stock must be used and the fuel processed
with a more complex refining technique, the cost to the
consumer will be increased. The citizen would then
pay the higher cost of lead free gas. Therefore, all
consumers in the above categories would suffer.

The various governmental agencies which derive
their income from taxation on fuel would, of course,
benefit from the higher fuel cost.

The smaller independents who at the moment are
not bound by the same stringent regulations relating to
lead as the majors are, and who collectively make up a
major segment of the refining industry, will be heavily
and adversely affected. They will have to use higher
yield base fuel stocks and more complex refining
techniques. Many will fold. Their costs and the cost to
the citizen will increase. The market place will be less
competitive. The consumer is the loser.

The majority of citizens who
cannot afford to drive late model cars or
who drive motorcycles as their basic
transportation will be at greatest risk.
They will soon find their vehicles
inoperative and will be forced to pur-
chase higher-cost, later-model vehicles,
or will continue to drive with their
vehicles malfunctioning, which will
increase the overall pollution in the
environment. The auto manufacturers
will benefit from new car sales and the
government from the taxes on these new
sales. Again, only the citizen loses.

The notion that medical costs and
cognitive damage will be reduced due to
a slight reduction in lead content in fuel
is most speculative and is extremely
difficult to give any degree of credibility.
The fact that lead count in blood of
children has been reduced, or even that

EPA & Gasoline
heart attack may have been reduced is not challenged.
However, over the period of these studies, the lead
content has been virtually eliminated from paint, and
from industry in general. That is the primary reason.
The problem of misfueling, the introduction of lead
whether deliberate or by accident, estimated at 12% by
the EPA, is an entirely separate issue. That problem
must be addressed upon its own merits, by education
and by the more rigid enforcement of existing rules and
regulations. The entire population must not suffer the
consequences outlined because of mis-guided actions
of a few.

Readers who wish to write to the EPA on this
subject may address their letters:

Docket EN-84-05, Central Line Section, EPA,
401 M St. SW, Washington DC 20460

Send copies of your letter to the AMA, and to
your senators and representative.

Harley-Davidson's new Evolution engine is
sufficiently improved that it can run on the proposed 0.l
g/g of lead. But at least half a million Harleys,
Sportsters and older Big Twins, are at risk.
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Rally News
BMW Rocky Mountains Rally

The BMW Motorcycle Owners of America
national rally was held in Missoula, Montana, a couple
of weeks after our annual rally. Good thing it was way
up in Montana, because the summer by then had
advanced to its full heat.

The state fairgrounds was an ideal site for such a
big rally. The fair buildings offered space for the
outside vendors, the BMW of North America exhibit,
the food concessions, and the bike judging. The
grandstand was handy for big events like the awards,
and the area in front of it for field events. Large areas of
grass were handy for camping areas, designated extra
quiet, quiet, and noisy. The whole thing was fenced,
with entrance only by identifying wrist band, so you
felt safe leaving your bike and kids loose inside.

Some riders like big rallies like this, and some not
so well. For a sidecarist the presence of our group
within-a-group makes it more chummy. Some, like
Hajime and Teiko Karasawa, had been to our rally.
USCA member Kathy Benge of Spring Valley, Califor-
nia, won the Governor's Cup, chosen by Montana's
Guv, his lieutenant, and a special assistant to the state's
Attorney General whom I expect is one Dal Smilie
who must hold the record for the most memberships in
motorcycling organizations including ours.

Governor Ted Schwinden had also pro-claimed
the week Motorcycle Awareness Week, both to honor
the motorcycle as an "important and economical mode
of transportation... energy efficient" and to remind other
motorists to be careful of riders' rights.

BMW of NA offered short tours on the hot new
four-cylinder K100s to lucky riders who drew out. The
demand was much greater than the size of their fleet, of
course, though it was quite a herd, including all three
versions of the new bike which sidecarists as well as
BMW owners are excited about. The bike's arrival here
was delayed by strikes in Germany, so other than a very
few press bikes to big magazines and a few which
arrived privately in this country, somehow, this is the
first it was seen here. Beautiful rigs based on it have
turned up on the Continent.

About 3500 attended, on 2728 motorcycles. Of
these 2359 were BMWs, 230 Brand X, and 239 not

defined, perhaps by shy owners of various versions of
Brand X. The oldest BMW ridden to the rally was a '54
- with a sidecar. The youngest passenger, lovely little
Margo Brown of Plainville, Nebraska, 6 months, 9
days, came in an R80 G/S /Velorex.

One of the many tech sessions was on sidecars.
Conducted by Milt Rosenblum of Chicago, who has
built three rigs and currently rides a R75-engined /2
with Steib T500, it turned out to be a discussion by
owners which according to BMW News Consumer
Interest and Tech Tips Editor Dave Parker was a
productive cross-pollination of ideas (the time was
changed and it happened before I arrived in Missoula).

Among sidecarists present were Third Wheel
President Doug Hasert and wife Estelle who is their
News editor.

This big, well-organized rally with all its many
events is another good place to meet fellow sidecarists,
and the next one'1 will be in Florida.

Margo Brown in an R80 G/S /Velorex.

Kathy Benge’s BMW w/ Steib won the
Governor’s Cup
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Rally News
BMW Rocky Mountains Rally
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Road Test
RIDE TEST: EML GT
by Dorde Woodruff

Rally-time at Interlochen, since I needed to
go anyway, would be a good time to test-ride an
EML rig. Bob Odell of Sidecar Restorations/
BMW Motorrad of St. Louis wanted me to have
the very fast and sporty new KZ1300/S rig, the
one they want to take to the Salt Flats to set the
sidecar record. It was a gorgeous outfit, more my
style than the Honda dresser.

But the big KZ's crank had gone out, and
the part was slow in coming. So the bike was his
Honda demo, a wine-colored '82 Interstate with
16,000 miles on it, and a matching, double-wide
sidecar. He also had the BMW outfit which Jim
Wolcott tested for Road Rider, but I was just as
glad to be able to write up a different version of
EML rig than had been done, and besides the
BMW needed work.

Those familiar with EML rigs know that the
BMW version uses an EML frame, while the
other models for which the kit (the Earles front
end and Citroen 2CV wheels with Michelin 125
or 135 by 15 radial tires) is available, use most of
the stock bike.

I almost always travel by motorcycle, unless
I have to take the truck to pick up and haul a
motorcycle or two, but flying to St. Louis would
save a lot of time. Having to take a motorcycle
camping setup on the plane always seems to be
inconvenient. Your helmet must be well padded,
and takes up an inordinate amount of room.
Carry-on luggage must be the precious cameras
and their attachments and films.

Also, I've been wanting to take an inflatable
boat on a bike for a long time. Unable to get a
test version of a minimally-sized backpacking
one-man boat, I settled just before the trip for a
two-man vinyl inflatable I happened to see on
sale, following the usual rule that if you want to
be comfortable on an inflatable boat, or haul any
baggage, you buy one rated for twice the number
of persons you intend to carry. Besides, I sat in
the one-man version and it was skimpy.

It could be very hot in the Midwest in late
June and early July, but also I was going north
after the rally: an assortment of clothes was
necessary. A tent would be needed for mosqui-
toes if not for rain. (In the West I often just pitch
a tarp.) The camp kitchen had to come along.

The oars had to make one package, and
everything else could go into the big yellow
canvas seabag I bought at a ships' store in Victo-
ria, B.C., some years ago. The travel agency
assured me that baggage was almost never too
big for the airlines' regulations, but at the last
minute I thought I'd better call. Oops. My sea
bag probably didn't weigh over a hundred
pounds. But its girth alone was the size of the
length-and-girth maximum. Quickly I transferred
some of the sea bag's contents to a regulation
Army duffle bag, and hoped for some leniency
on the part of the airline's baggage persons.

The bike had one of its saddlebags, the
other having been sacrificed to the proximity of
the sidecar. It had the usual Interstate trunk, and
the sidecar had a trunk with a big chrome rack
on it. I couldn't believe it when all the contents
of the still-swollen seabag and most of the duffle
bags' disappeared into that big trunk. The most
convenient arrangement of the other gear proved
to be throwaway foam cooler and gallon water
jug bought in Michigan in the saddlebag; the
camera bag and my purse and maps, etc., in the
trunk; and a very small overflow in the sidecar
(which was to change, later).

When you go from a bike to a sidecar rig,
you throw away everything you know about
riding solo motorcycles. When you go from a
conventional contemporary rig to an EML-
framed or -kitted one, you throw away every-
thing you know about sidecars. What you do on
the usual rig, hang on tight to keep it from
shaking, and from darting left or right with
acceleration or deceleration, is exactly wrong
with an EML. You want to be very careful with
body movement, too.
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No matter how much coaching you get, it
seems you have to learn to handle it by experi-
ence. To me it was like the helm on a big racing
sailboat, very easy to oversteer.

The very first thing I did, of course, was to
take it out in St. Louis afternoon freeway traffic,
trying to stay on the route north, to figure out the
feel of the rig - and to catch a glimpse of the
beautiful Arch (which had not been there when I
was in St. Louis last), all at once.

When I found myself in an exit-only lane, I
reacted too quickly and was startled by a weave
of two half-circles which quit as soon as I let go
of everything.

That was the last time but one that I moved
too quickly for the bike. It was actually surpris-
ing that my body learned so soon how to interact
with this outfit so different from all of the many
vehicles I had driven before, without my having
to be conscious of the process.

The EML must be understood in the con-
text of being designed for the well-known high
speeds of the Autobahn. It was fitting that the
Honda Interstate was part of this EML outfit,
since our Interstate highway system was begun
by Eisenhower after he experienced the
Autobahn.

The result of the mating of this bike and
sidecar is a vehicle with which you can go fast
and far with great comfort. It's too bad I couldn't
ride it from home. Having no passenger to
occupy the sidecar, I could have done my most
elegant motorcycling camping ever. Without
having to haul a trailer I could have taken a lawn
chair, a table, my screen tent with storm flaps
instead of the little backpacking tent, a fluffy big
foam pad, in addition to all the stuff I did take.

This is essentially a pavement outfit, though
it went well on good dirt or gravel roads. The
reason is the lack of clearance, only a bit more
than 2 inches at the sidecar shock. The bike is
low too, and the outfit scraped on some very tall
speed bumps.

Road Test
With its 28-and-half-inch seat width, the GT

is actually more like a width-and-half, rather than
truly a double-wide. My sister and her eight-year
old fit into it very comfortably, when I visited
them on the way to Interlochen. Dan Doyle fit
into it comfortably. It was big enough to carry my
two-man boat on top, comfortably, a handy
option had I been serious about boating since
these vinyl inflatables not only take in air slowly
but give it up reluctantly. The wide seat is even
useful for one person, for keeping gear close by;
Dan drove it on the Grand Tour and I could keep
my camera bag right there on the seat. As might
be expected, the sidecar ride is good.

When the firewood logs I bought in Indiana
turned out to be so green as to be well-nigh
unburnable, at least without splitting, they fit
nicely on the floor of the sidecar just in front of
the seat. I added a five-gallon can of the quick-
burning short slabs from Cycle-Moore, which
could make the green logs burn, and this also
went on the cockpit floor. The boat after a pains-
taking 45-minute deflation was still three times
its original packaged size, so on the way back
south it went into the cockpit. (The oars, the only
item too big for the trunk, had always been
there.) Also, accumulated souvenirs and food
swelled my baggage, so the size of the sidecar
turned to be handy after all.

With all this sidecar capacity, the rig looks
huge. But it rides on a track no wider than your
average rig, about 48 inches. The difference is
that the sidecar body comes closer to the bike.
This caused me no problem, but one rider with a
bigger foot commented on it. An inward curve
leaves space between the sidecar body and the
bike's cylinders.

I rode the rig two days to Interlochen, then
didn't ride it for four days (except around camp).
When I started north again on Monday, I didn't
have to give any special thought to handling it,
just rode it as if I did so every day. It only sur-
prised me with a couple of weaves one more
time, when I turned to look at a batch of riders
stopped at a wayside store in the woods way up
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on the north shore of Lake Superior; I must have
turned to look too fast.

Since this is the first Earles fork outfit I've
taken any distance, I can't myself compare it with
other Earles fork outfits. But according to Doug
Bingham, because it has very little trail, less than
the /2 BMWs, it handles something like a
roadracing sidecar outfit.

You can disregard the usual sidecar dynam-
ics, which are barely there. Forget about right-
handers and left-handers. Turns are very light,
predictable, and easy. On a fast right-hander on a
strange road, there's none of this wondering if
you're going to run out of the desire to accelerate
before you run out of turn.

The sidecar brake is tied into the bike's rear
master cylinder. Some of the EML twin front
discs squeak badly, and this was one of the
squeakers. According to Odell, various measures
help but none known to man stop the squeaking
entirely. The current model kit uses the bike's
stock discs and calipers, and doesn't squeak. But
this was a last-year's model. The squeaking was
so loud, I didn't even use the front brake (though
putting it on hard was better), and the back brake
and sidecar brake were, alone, quite good,
stopping the big rig easily with none of the
pulling encountered on an ordinary rig.

For this ease of riding and braking you pay
with a sensitivity to pavement irregularities.
Instead of having to attend to sidecar dynamics,
you have to attend, somewhat, to the bike's
reaction to pavement. It seemed more stable at
slightly higher speeds than legal. The only
pavement that was really annoying was two short
sections of I-70 in Illinois. The bike doesn't mind
the straight, sawed rain grooves at all, but it
doesn't like the wavy combed ones. And a
section where grooves in the concrete were
deeply worn from truck wheels, more widely
spaced, of course, than the outfit's track, threw
the rig around enough I chose to move into the
other lane. (When they talk about U.S. Interstates
being worn out, now I know the section they're
referring to.)

Road Test
Odell seems to ride the rig as a sport bike

more than I did, especially on his usual short
rides. He tells of an incredible ride with a factory
pilot in Europe, and I'm quite willing to believe
in that. Odell explained that such antics are
possible because the rig is so rigid with its steel
wheels, and heavy mounts and frame. I horsed
the Honda/EML around enough to know that the
sporting style is fun with it. But mostly I rode it
conservatively. I had a busy time, went a fair
number of miles, 2300, and had some long days,
so I had to conserve my energy. While it goes
fast more easily than your average sidecar rig, it
does require more attention to ride fast than one
of the solo bike models built just for speed.

I'm sure the the roads had a lot to do with
my conservatism, being a lot more crowded,
narrower, and worn than those in the West. And
the Honda was set up for big men. The stock
handlebars were better after I rotated them down,
but I prefer lower, flatter ones on a rig. And I
didn't compress the shocks as much as a heavy
person, so the bike didn't have quite enough
leanout. It rode so well, I was reluctant to take
the air suspension down. The windshield was too
tall, and the handgrips hard and lumpy. None of
this was the fault of the EML handling kit or
sidecar, but I couldn't enjoy the rig's ease of
handling as well as if it had been my own and
fitted to my size.

This particular combination weighed almost
twice as much as my rig, so being but a 135-
pound high-mileage female rider, I had to be
more careful where I parked it. Pushing it on
pavement was okay, up-hill on dirt in a camp site
was not.

In spite of this, the outfit which had looked
so big and unwieldy at first (being a sport tourer,
I don't even ride dresser solo bikes) became easy
for me to handle. When I got the standard line
from a bystander once when it was parked, "Are
you riding that?", I was so insulted he knew it,
and apologized. The only way the rig shows its
bulk is that it doesn't turn in a very small circle,
taking about as much space as a small car.
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For such a big outfit, it got very good
mileage, ranging from 37 to 47 miles per gallon
uncorrected. Both the speedo and mileage meter
as checked with mileposts were 10% fast, so the
true average mpg was 37.4. Being alone most of
the time, I left off the big wrap-around wind-
shield, which would have made a significant
difference in the mileage.

When I came back from Canada, the U.S.
Customs man looked at that big covered sidecar,
and wondered, perhaps, why one woman travel-
ing alone needed it. He asked me what was in it.
I told him firewood and camping gear. If I'd
remembered to tell him a boat and oars, maybe
he wouldn't have suspected I had enough room to
smuggle something or someone, and wouldn't
have asked me to open it.

Three other people rode the rig at the rally,
mostly in the line of business. Like Krautz took
it to the Traverse City airport to pick up Dal
Smilie, the AMA trustee who includes sidecaring
in his many motorcycling interests (it didn't hurt
his feelings to have a chance to try it, of course).
Reactions varied. The most enthusiastic rider
said that with it he wouldn't need a solo bike.

Odell was reluctant to start giving rides at
the rally, because the last time he tried that, 60
people were lined up. But he says that anyone
who comes to St. Louis can have a rig for a few
hours.

Not everyone will like this different sort of
sidecar rig, and that's okay with Odell. He knows
that those that do like it, like it very well.

As you can imagine, when I got home my
own rig felt very strange. And when that KZ
comes to Bonneville, you can bet I'll see if I can
get my mitts on it.

Road Test
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Road Test
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Faszination Motorrad-
Gespanne
By Isenberg/Rebholz

This lavishly-illustrated book is all about
sidecars. Although the text is in German, the
story is told through vivid photography.

The first chapter is about sidecars in the
USA. This is followed by roadracing (with a list
of the world sidecar champions from Oliver to
Biland), and then a brief history of BMW's
sidecar racing endeavors. Next a taste of sidecar
grass-track, motocross, and trials events. Then a
little sidecar speedway, and the book concludes
with street sidecars available in Germany. A must
for the serious col-lectors of books on sidecars.

To order send your request to Hal Kendall.
Cost will be between $15 and $20 according to
the number of orders. Delivery by COD within a
few months.

Volunteers to translate are needed.

Modulating headlights
NTSA has requested more comments on the

final rulemaking to allow modulating head-
lights. Our position is that they should be allow-
able, as should any legitimate means to promote
safety, such as air horns, conspicuity treatments,
and so forth. We would resist an attempt to make
them mandatory.

Rider education in CA
California's governor George Deukmajian

vetoed Assembly Bill 2489 which would have
funded a self-sustaining rider education program
for a proposed $2 increase in registration fees.
The AMA and the MSF lobbied for passage of
the bill. Some 18 state do enjoy similar funding
for rider education.

California motorcyclists should call, tele-
gram or write their state legislators to request a
special session to ask the governor to reconsider.

MISCELLANY
Deukmajian has vetoed more than 300 bills.
Contact the office of the Secretary of State,
Capitol Bldg, Sacramento, CA 95814. or the
AMA Government Relations Department, PO
Box 141, Westerville OH 43081 for a list of the
names and addresses of the state's assemblymen
and senators.

Beltway 8 Tollway Rippoff
The Beltway 8 Tollway in Houston was

ripping off sidecarists by charging them $1.50,
while pickup trucks are only $1. Your Executive
Secretary is handling this matter and will advise
you on how it comes out.

"light up and live" fiasco
NHTSA has apparently long forgotten the

historical "light up and live" campaign of the
mid-sixties. Many of the southern states includ-
ing Texas and Oklahoma encouraged drivers to
turn on their headlights in the daytime to reduce
the accident rate over holiday weekends when
the incidence of crashes generally increases.
These programs, which lasted for several years,
gave inconclusive evidence of their effectiveness.

In the late sixties and early seventies, many
of the larger bus and truck companies also
instituted headlights-on rules during the daytime.
This practice has all but disappeared today, again
because of inconclusive results.

Regardless, NHTSA is now seeking bids for
a 10,000-vehicle-fleet study of the effects of
daytime running lights on crash incidence. They
claim using front parking lights and rear tail-
lights reduces multiple vehicle crashes by 20%.

Also, Canada's Transport Ministry is cur-
rently considering a rule for mandatory ,
running lights for all new vehicles. They claim it
will save 200 lives a year, 2500 injuries, and
$200,000,000 in reduced costs due to accidents.

It will be interesting to see the results of
these actions.
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Bits ‘n Pieces
TIRES AGAIN

Motojournalist Jim Wolcott of ex-Road
Rider fame has reworked his article on tires to
a more in-depth treatment for Cycle News.
This is by far the most informative article in
memory on the confusing motorcycle tire
situation. It's well worth getting these Cycle
News back issues if you're not a subscriber.
The dates for the two-part series in Cycle
News East are Sept 19 and Sept 26. (They
were in West but I don't know the dates.) Send
a dollar for each copy, postpaid, to:

Cycle News East, P.O. Box 805, Tucker
GA 30085-0805

Only one comment on the content. Jim
mentions a Das Motorrad article about an
alleged case of high-speed delamination in
Germany on Pirellis, and consequent tests
sponsored by the same magazine. In a
followup letter to the article in Cycle News,
Pirelli says that the original claim of failure
was unsubstantiated, that no Pirelli distributors
have reported any such failures, and that the
Das Motorrad test results were unreproducible.

Jim did state that the company said the
methodology of the test was inappropriate.
And these comments are not to fault his re-
search but to set the record straight. To their
credit, also, Pirelli is the only company which
will talk speed with Bonneville Salt Flats
racers, those that aspire to 200 mph or over,
and most of the fast guys were using them this
fall at the Salt, shaved as that adds more
safety.

REPRINTS AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

I asked Jim if we could reprint the above
article after it appeared in Cycle News and was
met with a meaningful silence. He's new to the
business of freelance, quite a shock to some-
one used to a weekly check, and knows well
what we pay - nothing. Articles that are not

staff-written require the permission not only of
the publication but of the author.

This was a reminder that we wouldn't
have a magazine without the contributions of
members, ranging from your interesting letters
to whole articles with illustrations. If you
haven't heard anything about your submission,
that doesn't mean it isn't appreciated, or that it
won't be used.

As members are well aware, the Sidecarist
has undergone a drastic change in the past
year, representing a large investment both on
the part of the Association and myself the
Editor. The magazine is now quite an accom-
plishment for an organization of our size.

Because it is a major effort, we haven't
done everything the way we would like, as yet.
I submit articles to magazines, too, so I know
it's frustrating not to get any word on submis-
sions for months on end, and not to get photos
back promptly from submissions that are used.

We keep trying to improve our systems.
Now we have Terry Strassenburg starting in as
our first advertising manager, for instance.

Up until now, every effort has been bent
towards getting the issues out, and nothing was
left for nonessentials to that goal - to the point
of ridiculousness, it seems. For example, a
friend volunteered to mow my lawn because I
did it once all summer and it looked like a
pasture. The segment of my time which I
spend on free-lancing for other publications is
no better. For most writers freelancing is
notoriously poorly paid (in money - there are
intangible benefits), so the result is there's
always one more article to write, for the sake
of survival.

There is a certain conflict of interest in
this business. Contributors would like to see
their work in print as soon as possible after the
conception, while editors just love to have fat,
well-stocked cupboards. But as to why one
contribution is used promptly and not another,
some of the reasons are these:
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Articles with good photos get a great deal
of priority, while others may be held in an
attempt to get illustrations. Subjects that are
time-related, like rallies, go in as soon as
possible. Articles which are difficult to edit -
very long; highly technical but not sufficiently
clear; typed with a pale, wornout ribbon - tend
to get back-burnered. On the other hand, an
article may get in right away just because
there's a need for a Member Profile that
month, or a Tour, or Racing News - or because
it really is outstanding.

We've been concentrating on original
material lately rather than reprints, but we'd
still like to hear of interesting items about
sidecaring in other publications. Not the
newsstand motorcycle magazines, we see
those, but local newspapers, magazines in
other fields, and foreign publications. All are
useful, if not for reproduction in their entirety
for quoting in part, for background informa-
tion, or for our archives. We'll ask permission
to reprint, if need be, but we need the name of
the publication, and you should be able to find
the address somewhere on a masthead.

NEW MODEL 3-
WHEELERS

Not sidecars (as we understand them, at
least, though the designer of the Fire Aero we
reported on calls it such), not All Terrain
Vehicles, but road-going units which fall
somewhere between the domain of bikes and
cars. Wolcott, as it happens, has also been
doing a study of these, starting with the
Trihawk, Harley-Davidson's new acquisition,
in the October 17th issue of CNE.

The same David Stollery who designed
the Fire Aero, who used to be a design engi-
neer with GM and Toyota, was asked to create
the body for the Trihawk. Though excellent
aerodynamically it was sufficiently unconven-
tional that the originator of the Trihawk, one
Lou Richards, didn't accept it and a more
conventional design was used.

Bits ‘n Pieces
Unlike the usual trikes we see, typically

with motorcycle steering and Volkswagen
engines, many of these designs have the two
wheels in front rather than at the rear.

The November issue of Petersen
Publication's magazine Kit Car reviewed
several models including the Fire Aero, and
listed all known manufacturers and models.
One model reviewed was a handsome and
functional new design by Ken Walkey, long-
time Walt Disney designer and the Bonneville
Nationals announcer at Speed Week.

A goal for these vehicles met more or less
satisfactorily by the different models is to
provide the excitement of a sports car (or a
motorcycle or sidecar oufit) at a more reason-
able price than that of a fine automobile.

A MOTORCYCLE IS .. .
The Gear Box, the publication of the

Harley-Davidson Owners Association in Long
Beach, California, reports that an old dictio-
nary defines motorcycle as "A two-wheeled
automotive [in its original meaning of self-
propelled] vehicle having one or two riding
saddles and sometimes having a third wheel
for the motorcycle for the support of a side-
car". Interesting, to find a definition of motor-
cycle with an integral inclusion of the possibil-
ity of a sidecar.

OLYMPICS CYCLES
A nice article on Doug's electric-motor-

cycle/sidecar camera vehicle project in the
September issue of BMW Owners News. Also
one on motorcycles at the Olympics in Road
Rider.
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Club News
CENTRAL ILLINOIS

On Saturday, August 4th, the Region had
its first annual picnic at Centennial Park in
Champaign. After rain all morning the rest of
the day turned out to be perfect for the picnic
and the activities following. Some went to the
waterslide located in the park. Eleven sidecar
rigs and two solo bikes brought 34 people to the
activities, 11 of them children.

TEXAS CHAPTER NEWS
Our next planned event is the Motorcycle-

ATV Expo in Houston February 8th to 10th. We
need several volunteers to man the booth, and
we need a clean sidecar for exhibition.

Volunteers should contact Hal Kendall at
713/358-5117 evenings or weekends, or drop
Hal a line at 1621 Palomino Lane, Kingwood
TX 77339.

We also need a Texas Chapter Director in
the Houston area. Perhaps another in the Dallas-
Ft. Worth area.

Please advise Jim Krautz and Hal Kendall
so we can coordinate.

FOUNDING FATHERS
Members who don't get to go to the US/C Associa-

tion Rally may not have met any of the founding
fathers of the organization.

Hal Kendall's business trip to Egypt last winter
was the occasion for a reunion at the home of Associa-
tion Treasurer Ed Johnson and his wife Marilyn,
USCA #1.

Shown in the photo are from left to right, Terry
Strassenburg, USCA #3 and our new '44. Advertising
and Promotions Director, and Joe and Alice Hanes, #6
(Alice is a BMWOA officer).

Then Dale McCormack, #179, and Tim Colburn,
#12, of the motorcycling program at Northeastern
Illinois University, both also active in BMWOA. Hal,
#2, is next, then Ed and Marilyn. The family at the right
is composed of Craig, Debbie, and Al Johnson, #13. Al
was president of the Pullman Hacker Motor-cycle
Club, the predecessor club of USCA, and president of
USCA before it went national. Not shown is Margie
Jennings, MSF Coordinator at NEIU.

Ed Johnson's many friends had reason to be
thankful recently when he survived an aortic aneurism,
thanks to skillful doctors. Ed's latest report says he's
improving daily but before riding again needs to gain
back the weight he lost. Not too many of us can imply
that whatever weight we lose is all muscle!
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RALLY FIGURES
by Terry Strassenburgh

Having given myself the job of Keeper of
the Rally Info, I thought you'd be interested in
what I found in putting the records together from
the annual rally.

My percentages don't reflect total rally
participants. They are based on family registra-
tions. Each registration form (driver) gets one
vote, not each person. Those that didn't register
will not be heard from.

Only the states with enough registered
participants to make accurate calculations were
used in comparisons.

Fifty-seven percent of the registrants at
Interlochen support the USCA with their annual
dues, and 54% took the time to pre-register.

Where did we come from?
21% from Michigan
16% from Illinois
11% from Ohio
9% from Indiana
6% from Wisconsin

How far did we collectively travel to the rally?
California 21,076 miles
Illinois 15,960 miles
Ohio 9,350 miles
Indiana 7,392 miles
Wisconsin 7,005 miles

How many are USCA members?
65% of the Illinois registrants
60% of Ohio registrants
54% of California
53% of Wisconsin
50% of Indiana
45% of Minnesota

Who likes to camp?
81% of the total registrants camped
88% of Ohio
86% of Wisconsin

Rally News
81% of Illinois
75% of Michigan
72% of California
63% of Indiana

How old are we?
Rally drivers average age of 43.9 years.
(Last year we were only 41.6 years old.)

What do we ride?
Motorcycles without sidecars

Honda 9
BMW 5
Harley 3
Moto-Guzzi 2
Kawasaki 1
Suzuki 1

Motorcycles with sidecars
Honda 97
BMW 29
Harley 23
Moto-Guzzi 14
Kawasaki 12
Suzuki 12
Yamaha 10
Triumph 1
Indian 1

What sidecars do we use?
Velorex, Vetter, each 23
California, Harley, each 20
EML 9
Homemade 7
Eagle, Steib, each 6
Hitchhiker, Ural 5
Bingham 4
Gazelle, Jupiter, each 3
* Two each of the following:

Auburn, Bender Florin, Easy Rider,
Hollandia, Side Rider, Squire,

* One each of the following:
BMW, Dreyer, Equalean, Goulding,
Hadlel, Hannlean, Kali, Moturist,
Neval, Saluki, Southern California,
Thompson Cyclecar, Zephyr,
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Rally News
SURPRISE CHOICE BY
RAFFLE RIG WINNER

Terry Culver of Des Moines, Iowa, won the
sidecar raffle at the rally. We called him up to find out
what sidecar he'd chosen, and found he didn't get a
sidecar. What? The raffle winner didn't get a sidecar?

Well, it seems that none of those offered, when it
came right down to it, were exactly what he wanted.
(There was some disruption with three sidecar compa-
nies going out of business this year, so not all the
models expected to be available were.) So he arranged
with Thompson's to get the Back Pack trailer which
Motorvation makes and Thompson distributes. He'd
been wanting to get rid of his big trailer, not a motor-
cycle unit, while the Back Pack is specifically designed
for hauling behind a bike. Since the trailer is worth less
than a sidecar, he also got all the accessories he needs, a
luggage rack, spare wheel and tire, lights, and pin-
striping.

Terry has been in sidecaring since '74. He always
wanted one and never had a bike big enough. Finally
he got a 750 and acquired a used sidecar. Then he got a
Smitty's double wide last spring, which was close but
not exactly what he wanted. He had traded the 750 for
a Sabre, but he found that its rear end was too heavy,
and mounts for it were a hassle. So he's getting a Gold
Wing - and an EML sidecar and handling kit. Terry is
divorced but his fourteen year-old daughter rides with
him on occasion. His son has his own bike. Mostly,
Terry says, he just likes three wheels, and likes to take
things with him. On a two-wheeled ride in the rain
recently, he would like to have had a sidecar.

Normally Terry takes a long tour each year, but
hasn't for three years because he started his own
business and couldn't get away. The Interlochen Rally,
"a good rally", was the first time he's been that far
since. But he hopes to resume touring from now on. He
appraises real estate for a living in Des Moines, and
drives the rig to work.

Terry promised to send us a photo when he gets
the outfit together.
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Racing
Roadrace Championship

After a DNS at Road America due to driver
Bruce Lind crashing in Superbike qualifying, the
Ontario team of Fillery and Celeen were leading
by 53 to 33 points at midseason. AMA '83
Sidecar Champions Lind and Hart of Seattle
vowed to overtake them, and Fillery and Celeen
vowed they couldn't do it.

The Seattle team ran away from everyone at
Sears Point August 19th, with Fillery and his
substitute passenger Quinn a distant second. The
next-to-last-event was then at Brainerd, Minne-
sota, Sept 2, on a fast 3-mile, 10-turn track. Lind
and Hart led the whole time, sizzled through the
first half of the race, then had to back off some-
what when rain came and they al-most spun out.

The Canadian teams of Thorne/Docherty
and Dailey/Dailey were second and third at
Brainerd, with Fillery and Quinn bringing up
fourth due to a problem with the slippery condi-
tions. Race time was 20 minutes, 55 seconds,
and average speed 86.046 mph.

Lind/Hart brought 73 points to the final
event of the season at Mid-Ohio, and Fillery/
Quinn 80. Rain came
again, at this much
slower 2.4-mile, 16-turn
track.

Hopp and Alston's
Kaw-powered rig took
the lead. Several rigs ran
off the course. Lind and
Hart took over for a
while, until Millard and
Murray of Michigan
with another Kaw rig got
by them. The Seattle
team stayed in second
for the finish, and Fillery
and Quinn were third.
Race time was 28 min-
utes, 53 seconds, and
average speed was
59.823 mph.

So Fillery finished the season with 93 points
and won the driver championship, with a chassis
built by him, and Yamaha power. Lind's broken
collarbone at Road America did cost him the title
this year, in the end, though the team played a
good game of catchup.

But due to Fillery's change of passenger,
Hart was at the top in that category with his
team's final point accumulation of 89, on their
British Windle chassis modified by Wasco Frame
of Seattle and also Yam-powered. Toronto
policemen Thorne and Docherty were third in the
year's standings, on a Windle/Yam.

Last year Essaff and Crueger were second,
and Essaff, of Fremont, California, was planning
to be back with a serious effort next year on a
new rig. Fillery and Celeen were third last year.

The Daileys moved up from last year's fifth
to a fourth this time, on a Schmidt/Yam. Millard
and Murray's win at Mid-Ohio brought them up
to fifth for this season. Hopp and Alston of
Pennsylvania who were fourth last year missed
three races this year, finishing sixth in the series.
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Industrial News
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Industrial News
EML SIDECARS
The key to the EML success is the development of the total package utilizing the following:

- Complete leading link fork assembly with unique anti-dive braking.

- New motorcycle main frame (BMW kits only).

- Koni suspension with 4 dampening and 3 spring settings for both motorcycle and sidecar.

- Four disc brakes (3 on motorcycle, 1 on sidecar).

- 15 inch, all steel wheels with high mileage tube-type radial tires

(12 inch sidecar wheel on "S" and "GT" only).

- Boge hydraulic steering dampener.

- Pre-aligned bolt on mounts specifically engineered for each listed motorcycle type.

- Easy toe-in adjustment at sidecar suspension fixture.

- Complete lighting including running lights, brake and turn indicators.

- High capacity locking trunk with luggage carrier.

- Forward hinged wrap around windscreen with convertible top.

- Plush seat, coco mat and tonneau cover.

EML Sport “S”
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Industrial News

EML Tour “T:

EML Sport Tour “ST”
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

First Time Ads
FOR SALE '82 Yamaha XJ650J, bought new

late '83, and sidecar, '82 Velorex, new. Lots of
extras. Senior citizen-driven, always garaged.
Special trailer, excellent, $3500. Contact: K.
Von Engelhardt, #2447 1328 Prosperity Ln
Port Richey FL 33568 813/849-7540

FOR SALE '80 Suzuki GS850L with Equalean
Sidekick and Besco trailer, 10,000 miles,
$3500, after 5 PM call 707/745-3315. Con-
tact: Ron Rifredi, #2321 578 Cooper Dr,
Benicia CA 94510 707/745-3315

FOR SALE 1982 Watsonian Palma two passen-
ger, good condition, $1700 or best offer.
Mounts for Guzzi or '84 Wing. 400/450x18
Metzeler special sidecar tire, brand new.
Contact: Stan Vorgias, #939, 10005 Fairlane,
Union IL 60180 815/923-2521

FOR SALE Thompson Cyclecar, white, like new
condition, with tonneau cover, all attachment
struts, $500, or will trade for two-seater
sidecar. John Nelson, 2960 Homestead RD#1,
Santa Clara CA 95051 408-984-1221

FOR SALE Velorex, late style, like new, under
3000 miles. Spare wheel & tire, chrome rack,
weight added to frame by Bingham. All hard-
ware for 650 Yam, tonneau cover. $650 or
best offer. Contact: S. A. Nelson, #585 P.O.
Box 6147, Los Osos CA 93402 805/528-4100

FOR SALE 1982 750 Maxim, low mileage
closed-in sidecar, lamps and t signal, inside
upholstered, sea belts, etc, $3500, Contact:
Leslie L. McCoig, #2618 727 Roosevelt,
Aurora MO 65605

FOR SALE Watsonian GP Sport, black, tonneau
and top, excellent condition inside and out.
$2000. Installation/delivery negotiable.
Contact: Jim Sutocky, #1969, 2910 Anderson
Wy Sacramento CA 95825 916/485-1592

FOR SALE 1982 Equalean Sidekick frame and
hardware without body, parallel $375 or best
offer, bike  mounts for '76 R90/6 BMW, $185
or best offer.  Don Teague, #2265 5225 71st
St, Lubbock TX 79424 806/794-3977

FOR SALE 1976 Suzuki RE5 Rotary with
matching black Hitchhiker, extras,1967
Lambretta scooter with matching white
removeable sidecar. : Larry Watts, #28, Box
208, Williamsburg, IA 52361, 319/668-2586

FOR SALE California Friendship sidecar, ma-
roon with pinstriping, tonneau roof, windows.
Oct '83, all linkage. $1295 or best offer.
Contact: Steve Mullins, #2340, 130 Surrey Ln
SE, Lawton OK 73501 405/248-1075

FOR SALE '81 Moto Guzzi G-5 V/1000 with
Hitchhiker sidecar. Pacifico Aero fairing with
extra wind-screen, Guzzi bags. Fairing &
sidecar color-matched to bike. Very clean.
$6200. Contact: John & Deb Folk, Rt 1 Box
38, Alta Vista KS 66834 913/482-3255

FOR SALE '80 BMW R100T, 17M, '84 Conti-
nental sidecar, Vetter F color-matched,
Krausers, backrest, Cybre & Bates lites, etc.,
show-room condition, garaged, $4500. Con-
tact: Bert Van der Veer, #1797, 10901 Elinda
Place, Sun Valley CA 91352 818/767-0316

FOR SALE $600 firm, Bingham MkI side-car,
black, white spoke wheel, spare wheel, new
carpet, chrome frame, rechromed mounts,
extra mounts. Chuck Boyd, #2469 133 Scott
St #E, Santa Rosa CA 95401 707/523-1945

FOR SALE 1982 Honda Interstate with EML
double wide GT sidecar, 20,000 miles, sidecar
disc brake, convertable top, and AM-FM
stereo cassette player. $8500,

1980 Kawasaki 1300 with EML Sport sidecar.
Kawasaki Green with gold stripes, 10,000
miles, $8800. Bob Odell, BMW Motorrad, of
St. Louis, Inc., 4011 Forest Park Blvd. St.
Louis MO 63108, 314/531-4010, 531-4020
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

Second Time Ads
FOR SALE 1972 Moto Guzzi, International

sidecar, new top end, 1000cc kit, custom seat,
Vetter fairing, bags, and more. $2000. Contact:
Doug McNair, #1873, 11240 Handlebar Rd
Reston VA 22091 703/860-1125

FOR SALE 1980 Honda CX500 with Side-
strider Aved 2-seater. Cover July '82 Sidecar-
ist. Very low mileage, super clean. #3500 for
all, will sell M/C and S/C separately. Contact:
Bill Warwick, #1276 3028D Wyoming Av,
Great Lakes IL 60088 312/473-0065

WANTED Leading link front fork for '80
GL1100, with or without front and rear 15-
inch wheels. Contact: James Caldwell, #1009
Box 519, Guernsey WY 82214 307/836-2824

FOR SALE Guzzi G5 with EML family tourer.
Beautiful candy red paint, 16,000 miles.
Krauser bags, BMW fairing, convertible top. ,
$7500. Walt Reed, #1663, 2203 60th, Des
Moines IA 50322 515/279-8720

FOR SALE 1981 Watsonian GP Sport, Black,
soft top and tonneau, mounting hardware. One
owner, excellent condition, $2000. Contact:
Jim Sutocky, #1969, 2910 Anderson Wy.
Sacramento CA 95825, 916/485-1592

FOR SALE Steib 501 Sports sidecar. Like new,
stored 25 years. V. M. Greene, #613 548 Elm,
San Bernardino CA 94066

FOR SALE 1949 Harley Davidson with sidecar,
three forward speeds with reverse, suicide
clutch. Best offer. Betsy Ek, 9937 North Shore
Dr Duluth MN 55804 218/525-1085

FOR SALE 1983 California Friendship, low
mileage. Black with convertible top. Universal
mounts, excellent condition, will send pictures
if necessary Best offer over $1000. Contact:
Jim Dolan, #1810 4244 Pechin St Philadelphia
PA 19128 215/483-0501

FOR SALE Burgundy-colored Sweet Chariot
sidecar with strip lighting 4-point mount with
subframe for Silver Wing. Very light rig, good
shape. Contact: W. Edwards, #1804, P.O. Box
492, Lynnwood WA 98046 206/347-0688

FOR SALE 1965 BMW R60 with Steib car. new
rubber all around, new mufflers, large tank.
$1900. Contact: Charlie Betts, 1730 Pomona
Av #3 Costa Mesa CA 92627 714/642-3999

FOR SALE 1979 Gold Wing with Terra-plane,
10,000 miles, Windjammer modified fork, 4-
point mounting re-geared rear end, flat profil
tire,  $4000. John Walsh, #1065, 2701 S. Joyce
St, Arlington VA 22202. 703/684-8292

WANTED New or used windshield and stop-
and taillight for Spirit sidecar (Eagle?), Con-
tact: W. D Miller, #1129 2410 W. Charleston
Phoenix AZ 85023 602/863-1656

WANTED Sidecar, Ural, Steib, Globe. Also
Enduro bags for /2. Michael Averill, 14 N.
Dayton, Rockford MI 49341, 616/866-2795

FOR SALE 1983 Vetter sidecar, mint condition,
used three times, on 1980 Suzuki. Price
$2500. Contact: Nat H. Leach, 516 Prospect
St, Chicopee MS 01020 413/536-4165

FOR SALE 1980 H-D FLH Classic 80-in , and
sidecar, tan & cream, clean, plus extras.
$7800. Will consider selling bike and sidecar
separately. Contact: J. Liebman, #2506 P.O.
1383, Lake Isabella CA 93240 619/379-8666

FOR SALE OR TRADE Desert hack, fits BSA
or Velo or Suzuki GT plus fittings. Also '72
Suzuki 75OGT plus Vespa sidecar. Very clean.
I have many parts for Suzuki, Velo. Garage
cleanup. Contact: Nate Weiss, #523 6154 Haas
St, La Mesa CA 92041 619/461-1077
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Bookshop
NEW! SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUALS
HAVE ARRIVED
Cost: $5.00 each postpaid, for single copies Price

schedule for multiple issues: 2 - 5 $4.50 each

6 - 10: 4.00; 11 - 25: 3.50; 26 - 50: 3.00;>51: 2.50
CONTENTS
1) Tires, wheels and bearings, front end, sidecar fittings

and installation, suspension, controls, lights, horn,
chain, fuel and oil

2) Using the controls safely

3) Uneven surfaces, riding over objects, grooves and
gratings, sloping surfaces

4) Night riding

5) Emergencies: avoiding obstacles; minor emergen-
cies: flying objects, animals

6) Blowouts, stuck throttle, wobble, engine seizure,
getting off the pavement

7) Carrying passengers, cargo, and ballast

8) Trailers

9) Group riding

10) Operator physical and mental condition

11) Motorcycle and sidecar outfit: necessary equip-
ment, sidecar care

12) Sidecar operator skill test: starting on hill; sharp
turn, turning and stopping; turning speed judgement;
quick stop - straight; quick turn; quick stop - curve

13) U.S. sidecar manufacturers and distributors

Please make checks payable to the United Sidecar
Association.

Send order to: Ken Andersen, Book Officer, 4338 Red
Coat Rd., Rockford, IL 61109

Sidecar Manuals and back issues of THE SIDECAR-
IST can be ordered from last month's list.

SIDECAR OPERATOR MANUAL (SOM)
By Hal Kendall

The idea for the SOM began in 1980. Tim

Colburn, Dale McCormick, and Marge Jennings
very successfully conducted the Sidecar Skill
Schools at Northeastern Illinois University, but it
was apparent a manual was needed.

We approached the AMA, the MSF. and
NHTSA. All were in agreement that such a manual
was necessary. But they didn't have the skills or the
interest to develop one.

They did send voluminous studies for for solo
riders. With solo motorcycles so outnumbering sidecar
rigs, we simply fell through the cracks. If we wanted a
manual, we would have to prepare it ourselves.
Keeping it similar in format to the MSF's Motorcycle
Operator Manual (MOM) would preserve the continu-
ity of instruction.

Most sidecarists begin as motorcyclists. The
manual, therefore, dwells on the specific differences in
operating a single track or a dual track vehicle. A
motorist with no previous riding experience may also
learn the secrets of side-caring, however.

Safety organizations were given copies of the
draft manuscript and asked to comment on it. All
responded with  their comments and suggestions.

Dedicated to the USCA membership, the manual
should be invaluable for the novice sidecar rider, or as a
text for sidecar skill clinics. It includes a sidecar skil test
patterned after the MSF MOST skill test. All funds
received from its sale go into the Sidecar Educational
Fund for the promotion of manuals on sidecaring.
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Application Form
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